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Davenport Advisors Stock Fund  

November 6, 2010 

September 30th marks the end of the third quarter of the 2010 fiscal year for the stock fund and fifth quarter that our 
stock fund has been in operation.  We made our first stock purchase on August 13, 2009.   

Update on the Fund: 

As of September 30th, the total value of the fund was $1,541,727.  We had $1,188,779 invested in 220,450 shares of 
stock in twenty-five companies, with a market value of $1,312,653.  During the quarter we established new positions 
in three companies and sold out of one.  We increased our holdings in twelve companies and decreased our holdings 
in five others.  And we traded in and out of two companies.  

Fund Holdings by Industry: 
 

13.9% Apartment    11.7% Office 
4.5% Diversified REITs   11.9% Residential Related 
23.9% Hotel      11.5% Retail/Malls 
7.9% Industrial     4.4% Retail/Strip Center 
10.2% Mortgage REITs    0% Service/Operating Companies 
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Top 5 Holdings: 

HT   -   Hersha Hospitality Trust 
GRT -  Glimcher Realty Trust  
ARI -   Apollo Commercial Real Estate Finance 
FCH -   Felcor Lodging Trust 
FNF -  Fidelity National Title       
   
 
HT owns and operates 73 hotels with 9,294 rooms.  They focus mainly on mid to upscale hotels such as Marriot 
Courtyards, Residence Inns, Hilton Hotels and Hyatt Summerfield Suites, primarily in the Northeast between Boston 
and Washington DC.  Hersha pays a minimal quarterly dividend of about $0.05/share which equates to about a 5% 
yield on our basis. Hersha has been taking advantage of the hotel downturn.  In May, they purchased the 113 room 
Holiday Inn on Wall Street in Manhattan and in September they acquired the 228 room Hampton Inn near the 
National Mall in Washington D.C.  

GRT is a mall REIT based in Columbus, Ohio.  In August, Glimcher, in joint venture with The Blackstone Group, 
purchased the Pearl Ridge Shopping Center in Honolulu for $245 million.   This is the second joint venture 
Glimcher has done with Blackstone this year.  In both cases, Glimcher will act as the operating partner and garner 
fees for leasing and managing the centers. Glimcher currently pays a quarterly dividend of $0.10/share which 
equates to about a 12% yield on our basis.  

ARI is a REIT which is a commercial real estate finance company.  ARI went public in September of 2009.  We 
know the CFO, Stuart Rothstein.  He was formerly the CFO of Spieker Properties. ARI is a new REIT which invests 
in senior performing commercial real estate mortgage loans, CMBS securities and corporate debt and loans.  They 
are not burdened by legacy or non-performing investments from the 2006-2008 era.  ARI currently pays a quarterly 
dividend of $0.40/share which equates to an annual yield of just under 10% on the current stock price. 

FCH is a Hotel REIT based in Texas.  Felcor owns 84 hotels throughout the US, mostly upper upscale all-suite 
hotels such as Embassy Suites, Holiday Inn and Sheraton. Felcor was severely constrained by its high leverage ratio 
last year, but recently had an equity offering, the proceeds of which it used to buy back a chunk of its own debt at a 
discount. 

FNF is the largest title company in the US, as well as a holding company for specialty insurance companies and 
many other investments. We believe FNF will benefit from the (expected) upturn in housing markets.  Owning FNF 
is a play on the housing market without taking specific risk in homebuilder stocks. FNF owns Chicago Title, 
Lawyers Title, Ticor Title, interests in Cascade Timberlands, Baker’s Square, Remy auto parts as well as many other 
companies.  FNF has a book value of $14.98 per share, which may not reflect the current value of its many 
investments.  

Trading Gains/Losses: 

During the quarter we sold our position in Lexington Realty Preferred “D”.  We bought and sold Boston Properties 
and Safeway.   

Boston Properties:  BXP is an owner of high quality office buildings located primarily in Boston, Washington, 
D.C., midtown Manhattan and San Francisco.  The Company owns 146 properties, totaling approximately 37.7 
million square feet, with a value of over $20 billion.  It is considered the “Blue Chip” office REIT.  Normally we 
would not own BXP as it generally trades at a big premium to its Net Asset Value (NAV), which we think is around 
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$70 per share based on a very low cap rate.  In late June and early July BXP traded down to a stock price of just over 
$70.  We picked up a few shares and then before the end of July the stock price was back above $80 - so we sold. 

Lexington Realty Preferred “D”:  Lexington is a diversified REIT located in New York City.  They own a 
portfolio of net leased office, industrial and retail properties.  They also invest in loans and debt securities.  The 
stock pays a fixed quarterly dividend of $0.471875 per share which equated to an effective annual yield of almost 
12% on our basis.  We bought the Preferred “D” stock last fall at about $16 per share, when it traded at a big 
discount to its face value of $25.  Since then the stock price has moved up into the low $20s range, close to the face 
value, so we decided to sell.  

Safeway:  SWY, the grocery store chain, trades in the low $20s per share.  SWY owns or has long-term leases on all 
its stores and warehouses and, as a consequence, is very much in the real estate business.  My analysis says Safeway 
is worth over $30 per share. Barron’s likes Safeway and also thinks it is worth over $30 per share.  One of our stock 
fund’s Limited Partners is the top retail broker in Baltimore and he loves Safeway.  Safeway even likes Safeway.  
They buy back millions of dollars of their own stock every quarter.  However, for whatever reason stock market 
investors don’t seem to like Safeway.  And more importantly one of the stock fund’s General Partners does not like 
Safeway.  And he really DOES NOT like Safeway.  He gave me so much grief about buying SWY that we had to 
sell it - but not until we made a small trading profit.  If the Limited Partner from Baltimore still feels strongly about 
SWY, we just may buy it again. 

Comments: 

A Primer on Bonds:   

Bonds are issued with a face value, a coupon rate, and a maturity date.  The face amount is usually the price at 
which the bond is first issued.  The face value is also the amount that will be paid back to the investor at the maturity 
date. The coupon is the interest rate that will be paid to the bond holder during the term of the bond.  The rate is 
usually fixed throughout the life of the bond. Once a bond has been issued, the current value of the bond will 
fluctuate up and down as investors yield expectations or demands change.  The further from the maturity date, the 
greater the fluctuations in the current value.  As you get closer and closer to the maturity date the current value of 
the bond will gradually approach the face value since that is the amount that will be paid back to the bond holder at 
the maturity date. 

Bonds come in all sorts of shapes and sizes.  There are government bonds, state bonds, municipal bonds, school 
bonds, savings bonds, corporate bonds, TIPS bonds, zero coupon bonds, bearer bonds, synthetic bonds, junk bonds 
and convertible bonds.  There are tax free bonds and double tax free bonds.  There are short term bonds, medium 
term bonds, long term bonds and "callable" bonds.   The list goes on and on and on.  

Today, the bond market is a $90 trillion market.  It is twice the size of the world stock market.  PIMCO, located 
right here in Newport Beach, manages the largest bond funds in the world, with $1.2 trillion in assets under 
management.  Bill Gross, one of the founders of PIMCO is considered the world’s Bond Guru.  Going back a little 
in time, you may remember Tom Wolfe’s book and later the movie “The Bonfires of the Vanities”.  The main 
character in the book was Sherman. He was a Bond Trader.  He was a Master of the Universe.   

US government bonds are known as T-Bills, Treasury Notes, and Treasury Bonds.  T-Bills have a maturity of one 
year or less.  Treasury Notes are sold with maturities of one to ten years.  Treasury bonds are issued with maturities 
of greater than ten years.  Treasuries are considered “Risk Free”, as they are backed by the credit of the Federal 
Government. 
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Corporations issue bonds too.  They are not considered “Risk Free”.  They get rated by the rating agencies, such as 
Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poors, you know, the same agencies that did such a fine job rating Sub Prime 
Mortgages, CMBS Debt, Credit Default Swaps and Sovereign Debt.   

Let’s look at two different bonds:  

The ten year Treasury Note bought at face value is currently yielding about 2.65%.  Inflation is running at 1.1% 
today.  Therefore the inflation adjusted yield is 1.55% (current yield minus inflation or 2.65% minus 1.1%).   

If inflation expectations go down, then bond buyers will accept a lower yield.  Since the Treasury Note has fixed 
interest for ten years, and a fixed face value which is paid back at a fixed maturity date, the current value of the 
bonds will go up, so that the effective yield goes down. 

Conversely if inflation expectations go up, then bond buyers will demand a higher yield.  The current value of the 
bonds must go down, so that the effective yield goes up. 

Suppose you buy a newly issued Ten Year Treasury Note today for $100.  It is yielding about 2.65%. Inflation is 
running at 1.1%, so the inflation adjusted yield is about 1.55% (2.65% minus 1.1%).  Now let’s suppose inflation 
returns to the long term average of about 3.1% over the next year. You are now earning an inflation adjusted yield of 
about minus 0.45% (2.65% minus 3.1%).  So, you want to sell your bonds.  The buyer of your bonds is looking to 
receive the same inflation adjusted yield of 1.55%, so the effective yield he needs to receive is 4.65% (inflation 
adjusted yield of 1.55% plus inflation of 3.1% equals 4.65%).  In order to get an effective yield of 4.65%, an 
investor would need buy your Treasury Note at a current value of…are you ready…$84.  The new investor would 
pay you $84 for the bond you just bought for $100, a loss to you of 16%.   

But Government Bonds are supposed to be “Risk Free”.  That is only the case if you are willing to hold the bond for 
ten years, at which point you would get the face value of $100 back.  If ever you want to sell mid-term you are 
subject to big swings in value. 

Goldman Sachs just issued 50-year bonds last week.  The bonds sold at par, $25, and were priced to yield 6.125%.  
Goldman Sachs has the right to call or buy back the bonds at par, $25, any time after five years.  The bonds were 
rated “A” by Standard & Poors.   

What are the risks of this investment?  Goldman could go bankrupt and the bond could be worthless.  Most of the 
financial world would not touch Goldman two years ago.  The US government had to bail out Goldman by allowing 
them to convert to a “Bank” and Warren Buffet had to loan them $5 billion (at 10% interest, and with rights 
(warrants) to buy $5 billion of their stock at $115 per share).   Originally Goldman intended to issue $250 million of 
these bonds, but demand was so great, they ended up selling $1.3 billion worth.   Interestingly, 80% of the bonds 
sold to retail investors, that is, individual or private investors.  (That’s us.)   Imagine the commissions Goldman paid 
Wall Street bond brokers to sell $1.3 billion worth of their 50 year bonds to retail investors. 

Suppose you buy four Goldman Bonds for $100, yielding 6.125% (inflation is 1.1%, so the inflation adjusted yield 
of 5.025%).  Now let’s suppose inflation returns to the long term average of 3.1%.  Investor would then demand an 
effective yield of 8.125%.   The current value of the Goldman bond would have to go down to $76, a loss to you of 
24%.  Of course, you could always hold the bond for 50 years and get your $100 back, that is, if Goldman Sachs 
does not go bankrupt in the next world financial debacle. 

Now let’s suppose inflation goes down, then bond buyers will accept a lower yield.  Since the Goldman bond has 
fixed interest for fifty years, the current value of your bonds will go up above $25, so that the effective yield to a 
new buyer goes down below 6.125%.  However, Goldman has the right to buy back the bonds any time after five 
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years for $25, so if interest rates go down, they will most likely just buy the bonds back for $25, and you would be 
forced to reinvest the money at lower interest rates.   Those Goldman guys are so clever, inflation goes up, you lose, 
inflation goes down, you lose. 

Got Bonds?  Ask your broker about your bond exposure and he or she might tell you, “don’t worry, we don’t have 
you in any “bond only” funds, and anyway, long term bonds are OK because they have huge yields”.  But beware, 
bonds hide in all kinds of places.  Diversified mutual funds, asset allocation funds, target date funds, balanced funds, 
retirement income funds, they all seem to own lots of bonds.  

In the closing scenes of Oliver Stone’s new movie “Wall Street 2”, children blow soap bubbles and the camera 
follows the bubbles as they float up into the sky.  The New Yorker magazine movie critic, who did not have much 
good to say about the movie, writes that “Stone, clearly unable to decide how to (end the movie)…finally opts for 
children blowing soap bubbles, which ascend into the New York sky.  Oh, my God, bubbles! Like financial 
speculation! Get it?”   

Maybe most people never really do get it.  Bubbles are just so beautiful to watch.   

The Fund 

As of September 30th we were 85% invested in stocks, 15% in cash. The total contributed capital in the fund was 
$1,285,000. We received additional capital contributions from several of our existing investors and one new investor 
for the quarter starting October 1st.  As always, we welcome additional contributions by existing investors, and of 
course, we would also welcome new investors.   

We have more good ideas than capital.  There are quite a few companies that we have identified as undervalued or 
mispriced, but we are trying to maintain some cash on hand at all times, so that, if there is a sudden drop in the 
market or in any one of our stocks, we have cash on hand to be able to take advantage of the buying opportunity.  

We continue to have conference calls among the partners of Davenport Partners during which we review stocks in 
the portfolio, consider new companies, and discuss and debate industry trends, etc. Generally we have focused on 
buying stocks which are trading below their NAV.  However, we are also shifting our focus to certain property 
sectors which we believe may have the greatest chance of outperforming as the economy improves in the next few 
quarters.  

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions, would like to find out more about the fund’s holdings or 
have a company whose stock you think we should consider buying. 

Fund Philosophy 

Invest in real estate related stocks.  Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), Real Estate Operating Companies, Land 
and Natural Resource Companies, Hotel Companies, Banks, Lenders, Mortgage Companies, Retailers, Diversified 
Companies with real estate holdings, Construction Companies, Private Equity companies oriented toward real estate.   
Investments could include special situations, often illiquid stocks, or real estate stocks not widely followed by 
analysts or institutions or real estate sectors which are currently out of favor and/or not widely traded.   
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Key Information 

Inception:  August 1, 2009 
Manager:   John Davenport 
Fees:  1%; 20% performance fee with Hurdle and High Water Mark  
Minimum Investment:  $25,000 initially, no minimum for additional investments  
Timing:  Initial and additional investments submitted at any time become effective at beginning of next quarter 
Liquidity:  Withdrawals at year-end  
Broker:  Charles Schwab & Co. 

Disclaimer  

Past performance is not an Indicator of future performance. Please read the subscription materials before Investing. 

 


